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Abstract. We propose a link adaptation algorithm for cooperative transmissions in an OFDMA-
based wireless system. The link adaptation method selects the transmission type (cooperative or non-
cooperative), the modulation orders and amount and type of redundancy required to ensure a target
block error rate at each phase of the cooperative transmission. The above parameter-values are chosen
so as to minimize the number of occupied time-frequency radio resources required to transmit the K-
bit log data block. The algorithm employs a BLER performance prediction method based on mutual
information. The proposed link adaptation algorithm has linear complexity, but still provides a very
good performance, as shown by simulation results.
Introduction
In recent years, wireless services applied in communication, entertainment, healthcare, enterprise,
commerce etc. gained vast popularity, mainly due to technological advances. However, the demand
for mobile services is increasing at a rapid pace, leading to an exponential increase in traffic amount,
as forecasted in [1]. Services with different content types such as video, voice, web/data and audio
produce a mixed traffic with various quality of service (QoS) requirements in terms of bit rates, delays
and packet-loss. Hence, as also described in [2], future wireless networks should be capable to pro-
vide heterogeneous QoS in order to support new type of traffics, such as next generation multimedia
services, machine-to machine communications etc. Since a reasonable fairness among an increasing
number of users is required, the problem of heterogeneous QoS provisioning over wireless networks
is definitely nontrivial to solve in a cost-effective way.
In current cellular networks, the user experience depends on the relative position to the base station,
leading to significant performance drop towards cell-edge. However, next generation systems should
ensure an experience similar to broadband internet connections independently of the position in the
cell. Since improvements in radio link techniques are not very instrumental in solving this propagation-
related problem, cooperative communications gained a lot of attention from the research community
in academia and industry. This concept shifts the classical paradigm of point-to-point 'egoistic' com-
munication links towards the collaboration between wireless nodes to achieve common goals [3]. One
possible form of cooperation at the physical layer is relaying over intermediate transceivers (relay
nodes); by reducing path-loss and combating fading, multi-hop and cooperative relaying represent
viable solutions to increase system capacity and/or extend coverage [4].
In a cooperative system, the signals transmitted by the source and the relay are jointly decoded
at destination; therefore, a communication link becomes a composite one, since it consists of both
the direct and the relay links. When OFDM transmissions are employed, the receiver's decoding per-
formance is affected by the channel realizations over the occupied time-frequency resources in each
component link, because the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) varies both across the subcar-
riers and in time. The link adaptation mechanism becomes more complex, because, given the current
states of the constituent channels, it has to decide whether to use the relay or not -- relay activation --
and to select the coding rates and modulations to be used on the component links in order to provide
the highest bit rate, while ensuring a block error rate (BLER) below a target value.
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To provide a high system performance, the link adaptation algorithms need an accurate method to
predict the BLER performance of a transmission on a given realization of the multipath channel, for a
particular choice of the modulations and code rate. Performance prediction methods based on mutual
information (MI) metrics were shown to ensure a very good prediction accuracy [7] but they were
used to obtain effective adaptive modulation and coding algorithms for traditional non-cooperative
systems. In [8], the authors of this paper proposed accurate BLER prediction methods for relay-aided
communications by also employing mutual information metrics.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a link adaptation algorithm for an OFDMA system which
employs cooperation through distributed turbo coding. Our algorithm provides the relay activation
decision, the modulation orders on each occupied resource, and the coding rate (the information block
length results implicitly).Simulation results show that the performance in terms of spectral efficiency
is very good, thus emphasizing the benefit of cooperative relaying, especially at low and medium SNR
values.
System Model
We consider the downlink transmission in a cell of a cooperative wireless system, where the transmis-
sion between one source (S) and one destination (D) node, which in our case are the base station and
a user terminal, respectively, can be enhanced by a single relay node (R).
A relay node can serve multiple communication pairs, but on orthogonal resources assigned by a
centralized scheduler. The design of the scheduling algorithm is out of the scope of this paper. The
considered relays are working in half-duplex mode,therefore, the cooperation protocol involves two
time-multiplexed phases, namely the broadcast phase (BP ) and the relaying phase (RP ).
Each node is equipped with a single antenna, and transmissions are performed using an orthogonal
frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) scheme, i.e. over rectangular time-frequency resources,
called radio resource units (RRU) from now on.We also assume in-band relay reception/transmission,
such that the relays receive and transmit over a reserved subset of the RRUs that are available in the
cell. The sub-carriers are modulated using M-QAM modulations. For any transmission we impose
the same modulation order to be used for the RRUs allocated to a user, employed during the same
transmission frame. This condition applies for each of the broadcast and relaying-phase, noting that it
is possible the modulation orders to differ between the two phases.
The relay processing is done according to the decode-and-forward protocol based on convolutional
turbo codes (CTC) [9], as the one described in [10]. The coded block that enters the destination's
decoder is constructed in a distributed manner, as follows:
• During the broadcast phase, the source node encodesK information bits using a turbo code with
mother code rate Rm. The bits of the obtained mother codeword are interleaved, interlaced [9]
and stored on a circular buffer. The rate matching algorithm [9] reads from the circular buffer
LBP = K/RBP bits, such that a desired coding rate on the broadcast phaseRBP is obtained. The
block of length LBP bits is then broadcasted towards the relay node and destination node, over
the S −D and S − R channels respectively. The relay decodes the received block and checks
the integrity of the decoded data (e.g. via Cyclic Redundancy Check - CRC). The destination
node extracts and stores the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs)corresponding to broadcasted bits.
• During the relaying phase the relay re-encodes the information block using the same mother
CTC as the source, then, from the circular buffer created for the rate matching algorithm, it
selects a number of bits, LRP , which are transmitted over the R −D channel. The destination
node extras the LLRs of the bits received during this phase, properly re-constructs the LLR
flow corresponding to the codeword received during the two phases over two different links
(involving different channels). The obtained LLR flow is then fed to the turbo decoder, which
also performs the decoding and checks the correctness of the decoded block.
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Fig. 1: The block diagram of the considered relay enhanced transmission
Note that the mother codeword obtained by re-encoding at the relay node is identical to the one
obtained by the source CTC coder, but the rate matching algorithm at the relay node can select a
different set of bits by reading the bits from the circular buffer with a given offset. Depending on the
offset value, three redundancy types can be obtained regarding the additional set of bits sent by the
relay:
• a totally different new set of bits (incremental redundancy),
• the same set of bits (repetition coding), or
• partial repetition, i.e. only some of the bits sent by the source are repeated (hybrid).
It is important to note that not all transmissions need to be cooperative. A relay is used only if the
broadcasted message was successfully decoded at the relay node, and the cooperative transmission
(relay enhanced) would provide a greater spectral efficiency than the direct (non-cooperative) source-
destination transmission. In this paper, this decision of choosing whether to use the cooperative or
direct transmission is referred to as relaying phase activation and is realized at each frame by the link
adaptation mechanism based on short-term channel state information.
Denoting by xα−β a modulation symbol transmitted by node α ∈ {S,R} to node β ∈ {R,D}, the
symbol yβ received by node β is:
yβ = hα−β ·
√
γα−β · xα−β + nβ (1)
where hα−β denotes the channel coefficient between nodes α and β, γα−β is the long-term average
signal-to-noise ratio of the link α− β and nβ is the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with unity power at node β. Because we consider fixed relay nodes, we assume that the source - re-
lay channel is not subject to the fading phenomenon, i.e. hS−R = 1. On the other hand, since the
destination nodes are mobile, the source-destination and relay-destination channels are assumed to be
affected by fading. Assuming that, the channel allocated to one user by the radio resource management
algorithm, consist of an adjacent group of time-frequency resources with random beginning position
on each radio frame, we consider that the channel coefficients affecting the transmissions are uncor-
related. We also assume that the bandwidth and the time duration of a resource block allocated to one
user is sufficient small to neglect the variation of the channel coefficients across the sub-carriers. We
adopt a block-fading model, such that each channel has constant coefficients over its sub-carriers dur-
ing a frame period, but these coefficients vary randomly from one frame to another. Thus, hS−D and
hR−D are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly symmetric complex Gaussian variables
with unity power and distribution CN (0, 1). We also assume that every node has perfect instantaneous
channel state information.
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Adaptive Modulation and Coding Mechanism
This section describes the proposed link adaptation mechanism. The main idea is to associate a desired
outage probability to each type of service. The task of the link adaptation is to set the transmission
parameters so as to guarantee this target by employing the smallest amount of radio resources. This
approach applies to each type of supported service by only changing the outage probability.
The link adaptation mechanism uses the instantaneous conditions of the component channels to
decide the employment of the cooperative or direct transmission, i.e., relaying phase activation, and
to perform adaptive modulation and coding (AMC).
In particular, the AMC mechanism provides the values for the following parameters:
• the number of coded bits sent during the different phases of the transmission (Ldirect for a direct
transmission,LBP andLRP for the broadcast and relaying phases of a cooperative transmission).
• the coding rates corresponding to each transmission phase, and
• the QAM modulation orders of the RRUs used by each transmission.
The above parameter-values are chosen so as to minimize the number of used time-frequency
radio resources required to transmit the K-bit long data block, while satisfying the block error rate
constraints.
To satisfy the BLER targets, the algorithm needs to estimate the performance provided by the
multi-link configurations, and to select the most appropriate one. For this, the algorithm employs a
BLER performance prediction method based on mutual information. There are several approaches
in literature, among which the one proposed in [11], that uses mutual information metrics, and was
considered to be the most appropriate for our scenario. In [11] was shown that the BLER performance
of CTC codes with coding rate Rc and information block length K over fading channels can be esti-
mated, with an arbitrary good precision, by using the mean mutual information per coded bit (MI) as













where MI is the mean mutual information per coded bit, and bRc,K respectively cRc,K are some co-
efficients whose values depend on Rc and K. The values of these coefficients can be determined by












where: N is the number of employed QAM symbols xα−β ,m(n) is the modulation order (number of
points in constellation) of the nth QAM symbol, Im(n),p (ρα−β) is the mutual information between the
input bit of them(n)-QAM mapper and the output LLR for the pth position in the QAM symbol, and
ρα−β is the instantaneous SNR of the component link α− β expressed by:
ρα−β = |hα−β|2 · γα−β (4)
In our systemmodel, since it was assumed the signal xα−β is transmitted using the samemodulation
order m(n) = mα−β; for n = 1..N on each RRU assigned to one user during a transmission phase,
the expression Eq. 3 can be rewritten as Eq. 5:
MI
mα−β
α−β = Imα−β (ρα−β) (5)
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where Im (·) maps the SNR to the mutual information domain and, for each modulation order, can be
approximated with analytical functions, [11].
In order to select the appropriate modulation order and coding rate which ensure a transmission
with a maximum allowed block error rate over the given channel we need the inverse function of ψ(·),
which according to Eq. 2 can be expressed as:
MI (Rc,K,BLER) =
√
2 · cRc,K · erf−1 (1−2 ·BLER)+ bRc,K (6)
The drawback of the above described method is that for an accurate prediction it is necessary to
determine and store the value of the bRc,K and cRc,K coefficients for each value of K and Rc. To
overcome this drawback we use a property of the CTC codes noticed during our studies: for the same
K and for two different coding rates, the distance between the two BLER curves represented in the
MI domain can be very well approximated as constant at any BLER value. We propose an empirical
analytic function to determine the MI value necessary to ensure a given BLER, for an information






where variables λK and µK have constant values for a given K, and can be determined by computer
simulations and curve fitting.MI (Rm,K,BLER) is the particularMI value which provides a spe-
cific BLER value for a coding rate equal to the mother rate Rm, and should be computed based on
Eq. 6. Using this approximation, it is sufficient to determine and store for all possible value of K the
4-tuple (bRm,K , cRm,K , λK , µK).
Next, we apply the above methodology to derive the steps required by the link adaptation mecha-
nism to perform AMC and decide relaying phase activation. First, we determine the minimum number
of resources, measured in RRUs which actually could be expressed in number of QAM-symbols, re-
quired by a direct transmission (Ndirect) and by a cooperative one (Ncoop). The scheme which offers
the smallest number will be selected for the initial transmission.
To determine the minimum amount of resources required by a direct transmission, first we deter-
mine the minimum length of a coded block which ensures the imposed BLER if the transmission over
S − D channel uses a modulation with order mS−D. Denoting by ρS−D the instantaneous signal to
noise ratio of the S − D link, the length of the coded block required to transmit K information bits










In the above expression, the function ΛmS−Ddirect (ρS−D, K, p0e) computes the shortest CTC codeword
length, so that when transmitting K information bits using a modulation with order mS−D over a
channel with effective SNR ρS−D, the block error rate will be at most p0e. In order to derive the closed
form of functionΛmS−Ddirect (ρS−D, K, p0e), we compute first the highest coding rateRcmS−D which ensures
the imposed BLER, if a modulation with order mS−D is used over the S − D link. RcmSD can be


















Taking into account that RcmS−D = K/L the expression of Λ
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where M is the set of available modulation orders. Also, the coding rate of the direct transmission is
Rcdirect = K/Ldirect.
To determine the minimum amount of resources required by a cooperative transmission, one has to
take into account that the relay node has to be able to decode the broadcast transmission. For this, the
number of resources used during the broadcast phaseNBP should be high enough, so that the relay will
decode with a block error probability at most pR. For a modulation with ordermS−D = mS−R = mBP ,
the minimum number of resources NmBPrelay required to satisfy the BLER constraint at the relay should
be computed using Eq. 11, where ρS−D and p0e are replaced by ρS−R and pR, respectively. Of course,
NBP is upper limited by Ndirect, otherwise the cooperative transmission would not be worthwhile.
As described in section II, the relay's message contains two types of bits:
• a set of bits that are different from the ones transmitted by S; these provide coding gain for the
CTC, and theirMI is averaged with the one of the bits sent by S;
• a set of bits that have already been transmitted by S; these repeated bits improve their reliability
by exploiting the energy gain and the diversity. The method proposed in [8] is employed here
to compute the mean mutual information of the repeated bitsMIrep; this value is given by Eq.






















R−D ·(LRP−Lrep) + Lrep ·MIrep
LBP + LRP − Lrep
(13)
where Lrep is the number of coded block bits repeated in both phases of the initial transmission, and
















function computes the minimum num-
ber of LRP bits sent during the relaying phase, among which a number of Lrep bits are repeated. To
compute the necessary codeword length and the number of repeated bits in the broadcast phase of the
cooperative transmission, we can write an inequality similar to Eq. 7. :





where MIcoop and Rccoop are the mean mutual information and the coding rate, respectively, at the
input of the receiver's CTC decoder. Rccoop can be expressed as:
Rccoop = K · (LBP + LRP − Lrep)−1 (16)
In Eq. 13 and Eq. 16 LRP is the total number of bits which will be sent during the relaying phase
of the transmission, Lrep is the number of repeated bitsMI
mR−D
RP is the mean mutual information of
the LRP bits andMIrep is the mean mutual information of the repeated bits, computed using Eq. 12.
Substituting Eq. 12 and Eq. 16 in Eq. 15, we get:
MIS−D · (LBP − Lrep) +MI
mR−D
R−D · (LRP − Lrep) + Lrep ·MIrep
LBP + LRP − Lrep
≥
≥ λK ·K
2 + µK ·K · (LBP + LRP − Lrep)











is the pair (LRP , Lrep) which satisfies (17) and
minimizes LRP . Solving (17) in terms of LRP and choosing Lrep so that to minimize LRP we get:
ΛmR−Dcoop
(









2 · κ3+Lrep · κ4+κ5
2 · κ6
 (18)
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where:

















R−D + µK ·K; (20)
κ3 = κ1
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When modulation ordermR−D is employed during the relaying phase, the number of resources of



















The most spectrally-efficient configuration ensures at the destination node the imposed BLER,
by using the fewest number of resources. The minimum number of resources N0 used during the
transmission will be:
N0 = min (Ndirect, Ncoop) (27)
Note that the minimum number of used resources depends on the instantaneous conditions of the
component channels and on the imposed BLER values at the relay and destination. The configuration
that minimizes Eq. 27 will be the result of the relaying phase activation decision, while the parameters
that led to that value are the output of the AMC algorithm.
Numerical Results
In order to gain more insights into the performance and behaviour of the considered link adaptation
mechanism, we provide in this section some numerical results based on the analytical model derived
in the previous sections.
As previously mentioned, the spectral efficiency of the proposed protocol depends on the long-
term average signal to noise ratios (SNR) experienced by the involved nodes on the component links.
In order to obtain a distribution of the 3-tuple of average SNRs (γS−R, γS−D, γR−D), we assume a
hexagonal cell of radius r having the base station in its center. We consider a number of nR fixed relay
nodes, uniformly distributed around the base station on a circle of radius rR < r. In this paper we
assumed r = 1 kilometer and nR = 6 relays positioned at rR = r/3 from the base station.
The transmission scheme is an OFDM one with NFFT = 1024, subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz, and
chunk dimensions Nf = 12 subcarriers and Nt = 7 OFDM symbols. The ITU Pedestrian A channel
model is used.
We also assume that the average SNR is affected only by free-space path-loss, i.e., we do not take
into account the shadowing and the inter-cell interferences, and the noise has constant power spectral
density across the cell. In this case, the long-term average SNR of a link will depend on the transmitted
power, the distance between the transmitter and receiver, and the noise power in the transmission band.
Taking into the account that the power of band-limited noise is constant in the cell, the SNR at the
receiver can be expressed function of the SNR at the transmitter side as:
10 lg (γα−β) = 10 lg (γα)− (130.19 + 37.6 lg(dα−β)) (28)
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where γα is the average signal to noise ratio at the transmitter α ∈ {S,R}, and dα−β is the distance in
kilometres from the transmitter to the receiver. The second term of Eq. 28 is the path-loss model for
an urban or suburban scenario, as considered in [13] for a carrier frequency of 2.5GHz. In this paper,
we set the value for γα so that the smallest 10 lg (γα−β)at the cell edge to be 0dB.
Since the relay nodes can be positioned as desired, the average SNR of the S-R channel can be
ensured to be significantly higher than the average SNRs of S − D and R − D channels, e.g., by
equipping the relay nodes with antennas dedicated for the communications with the base station. For
each possible position of a destination node in the cell, we consider that the nearest relay node is
assigned to that destination node. We also assume all nodes have omni-directional transmit antennas
with 0dB antenna gain.
The accuracy of the above BLER prediction methodology is proven by Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 which
presents the simulated vs.predicted BLER performance of the CTC with parameters specified in [9]
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Simulated vs. Predicted BLER
Fig. 3: Simulated vs. Predicted BLER in
frequency selective mobile channel
Fig. 4 show the resulted spectral efficiencies in information bits correctly decoded per QAM sym-
bol vs. the average SNR of the direct link. As reference, the capacity of a 64QAM transmission over
a Rayleigh faded channel is plotted. Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of the spectral efficiency with
the long-term average SNR of the S − D and R − D links, ensured by a cooperative transmission
which uses the proposed link adaptation algorithm, having an imposed outage probability p0e = 0.001.
Fig. 6 shows the variation of the spectral efficiency with average SNR of the direct S − D link, for
p0e = {10−1, 10−1.33, 10−1.66, 10−2}. To point out the influence of theR−D channel quality, the figure
presents the curves for three cases: γR−D = γS−D, γR−D = γS−D + 6dB and γR−D = γS−D + 12dB
(three slices of Fig. 5). The following facts can be noticed:
• significant improvements of up to 1-1.5 bit/symbol (corresponding to a gain up to 6 -- 8 dB)
is brought by cooperation at low-medium SNR values, depending on the quality of the R −D
channel;
• as expected, the performance gain increases with the quality of the R−D channel;
• the spectral efficiency of the direct transmission is within 2-3 dBs from the reference curve.
The plot illustrating the distribution in the cell of the differences between the spectral efficiencies
ensured by the cooperative and direct transmissions (Fig. 7) show that the relay enhanced transmission
brings a 0.5-0.9 bits/QAM symbol gain in spectral efficiency in a large part of the cell. Fig. 7 also show
that the cooperative transmission is used in the vicinity of the relay nodes and at the edge of the cell.
Note that as the SNR of the direct link increases, the cooperation ratio decreases. For high SNR values,
the algorithm automatically selects the chunks from the direct link, i.e. the relay is not activated.
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Fig. 4: Variation of spectral efficiency vs. aver-
age SNR (stars) ensured by the direct connection













































Fig. 5: Variation of spectral efficiency vs. ave-
rage SNR of the component links, in case of re-
lay enhanced (cooperative) transmission (in this
case the target outage probability is
p0e = 0.001)



























































Fig. 6: Variation of spectral efficiency vs. average
SNR of the direct link
Fig. 7: Difference between the spectral efficien-
cy ensured by the cooperative and non-cooperati-
ve transmissions (bits/QAM symbols)
Conclusion
This paper proposed a link adaptation algorithm for OFDMA systems employing a distributed coding
scheme. The algorithm also automatically performs relay activation by selecting the most efficient
scheme (direct or cooperative), fact that introduces a new dimension of link adaptation, specific to
cooperative transmissions.
The proposed algorithm uses a block error rate estimation method, based on mutual information,
to predict the block error rate provided by a direct/cooperative transmission with mixed modulation
orders over multipath fading channels. The modulation orders and message lengths are selected so as
to maximize the spectral efficiency and, in the same time, observing the block error rate constraints.
The results for direct transmissions are close to the reference curve, showing a very good perfor-
mance of the link adaptation algorithm. Moreover, the spectral efficiency is significantly improved by
cooperation, at low and medium SNR values on the direct S-D link.
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